What would you do with a billion dollars?
By Aminjin B. (Fairmeadow ES 3rd grade)

Every summer I go to Mongolia with my family to visit my grandparents. Last summer,
my family also went to Mongolia and planted trees. Every person planted 3 trees, unfortunately,
my little brother was too small to go to countryside for planting trees. We bought the trees and
planted it and put lots of water to it. Finally, we planted 9 trees, but the empty space that we
could plant trees was huge. I meant, it is really huge like unlimited. My parents said, we paid
10$ for every small tree we bought. I was wondering how much dollars we need to turn the land
into the forest.
All the people and animals breath every day and every second. We use oxygen when
we breath. That oxygen is generated by the trees. In Mongolia, because of the climate change,
the trees are reducing quickly. You know why the earth is getting hotter? Carbon Dioxide gas
is making the world hotter, Carbon Dioxide comes from cars, vans, taxi and other things that
pollute the air. Even, if we plant 9 trees every year, there are millions of trees dying. We need to
plant trees which can survive the hotter climate. Otherwise, the land will turn into the desert, we
could lose the chance forever.
Taiga is the first biggest forest which generates most of the oxygen on the earth. Taiga
is 12 million square kilometers. Even it is bigger than China and India combined. Amazon is the
second. It is 7 million square kilometers. Those are the biggest forests in the world, bigger than
most countries. Other forests are much smaller. For example, Sundarbans is the sixth biggest
forest. It is 10 thousand square kilometers.
If I had a billion dollars, I would plant trees on the places which are becoming a desert. If
I plant a tree in every 5 meters, I need to plant 40 thousand trees in 1 square kilometer. It will
cost 400 thousand dollars. So, with 1 billion dollars, I could cover 2500 square kilometers of
land. Well, 1 billion dollar was not so big money, I couldn’t plant big forests like Amazon with 1
billion dollar. But, if I don’t use the money once and put my money in the bank. The bank will
give me a money every year. So, I can use it forever.
After 100 years, I hope I will have bigger forest than Sundarbans. After 100 years I will
be able to plant a forest that is 25 thousand square kilometers. If I really had a billion dollars My
forest will be in sixth place in top ten biggest forest. Maybe people would call the forest Aminjins
forest. I will have to be super duper really healthy to live a hundreds years or more.

